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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose

The Quarry Operations Plan (QOP) is provided to support the application for a Land Use Permit from the Gwich’in
Land and Water Board to develop and operate km 147 Quarry along the Dempster Highway. The km 147 Quarry
QOP describes objectives and methods for undertaking borrow source operations in an efficient and
environmentally acceptable manner, and to undertake reclamation in accordance with applicable regional and
territorial legislation and guidelines.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

The Department of Infrastructure is proposing further quarrying be conducted at km 147 Quarry located along the
Dempster Highway in the Gwich’in Settlement Area (GSA). This quarry is located 4 km north of Tsiigehtchic and is
east of the Dempster Highway, NWT Highway #8. This quarry was first used in 1991, and the proposed new
quarrying area is 100m southeast from the current southern boundary (See Figure 1). Material at this quarry
consists of clay, silt and a combination of hard and soft shale. This material will be used for construction and
maintenance activities for Dempster Highway #8. The amount of materials to be extracted is 100,000 cubic meters
over five years, and blasting is not proposed. No buildings currently exist at km 147 Quarry and none are proposed.
Stockpile and crushing equipment locations can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: km 147 Quarry with proposed new quarrying area (in yellow).
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SITE PREPERATION

3.1 Quarry Operations and Access
Operations for each year will be from mid-May until the end of October from 2019 to 2024. Access for km 147
Quarry will be off the Dempster Highway. The access roads will be closed to the public during construction and
operation. Access to the borrow source will not be controlled, although two signs will be posted at the entrance of
the quarry along the Dempster Highway to advise of active hauling.
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3.2 Vegetation Retention
Surface organic material, including vegetation and roots, will be stripped and stockpiled at the site for future use
during progressive reclamation activities. No vegetation will be removed within 100 m of any waterbody or
watercourse unless otherwise authorized. No vegetation will be stripped outside of the areas to be developed.

3.3

Salvage and Storage of Topsoil and Storage or Disposal of Overburden

Mixed surficial organics and overburden will be salvaged from the areas of the borrow source to be developed. In
general, stripping will only occur in areas where borrow material will be extracted. However, surficial organics and
overburden will be stripped at least 5 m ahead of the pit face to reduce sloughing into the pit and admixing with
excavated material. Organic material and overburden stockpiles are required to be located at least 100 m away
from any water bodies (Refer to Figure 1 for location). Organic material and overburden stockpiles will be sloped
and rounded to reduce sedimentation and wind erosion. Movement of surficial organics and overburden stockpiles
will be minimized to maintain their integrity. This material will be used in reclamation of the site.
Surficial organics and overburden will generally be stockpiled along the eastern and/or northern edges of the
development area in a manner that will not impede or otherwise affect natural drainage. In addition, the organic
and overburden material will be used to reclaim excavated areas of the pit.

3.4

Brush Disposal

Where locally present, brush, will be chipped or mulched and stored adjacent to the surface organics and
overburden. It may be used to control erosion as part of the reclamation phase.

3.5

Scales, Buildings and other Facilities

There are no buildings proposed for km 147 Quarry (this includes camps).
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PIT OPERATION

4.1.1

Sequence of Development

Development of km 147 Quarry will begin January 2019 and includes quarrying and excavation of borrow source
material over the next five years. The proposed new quarrying area is located 100m southeast of the existing
disturbed area.
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Coordinates for the four corners of the proposed new quarry area are:
•

Northeast corner 67°28'52.70"N, 133°45'42.75"W

•

Northwest corner 67°28'51.92"N, 133°45'47.27"W

•

Southeast corner 67°28'50.11"N, 133°45'37.63"W

•

Southwest corner 67°28'49.21"N, 133°45'42.54"W

During development, pit operations will be initiated in January 2019 and continue to October 2024. During this
3

time, surficial organics and overburden will be progressively stripped and stockpiled. An estimated 15,000 m of
organics and overburden will be stripped and stockpiled during winter 2019 pit operation. Approximately 70% of
the volume of organics and overburden stockpiled will be lost due to moisture evaporating from the stockpiles of
overburden material during pit development.
Quarrying activities for the first year will begin towards the end of January 2019 and continue to October 2019.
In mid to late October 2019, organics and overburden previously stockpiled will be used to provide insulation
for massive ice and for reclamation of the development area. For the following years, quarrying activities will
begin mid-May and go until October of that year. Quarrying activities consist of quarrying the shale material,
stock piling material and crushing operations.
4.1.2

Extraction
3

Up to 100,000 m of borrow material will be extracted from km 147 quarry over the proposed 5 years. Borrow
source material will be extracted over five years and used for surfacing material for highway maintenance and
improvement work. Borrow material will be excavated using mechanical methods. The intent of developing the
hills in this manner is to reduce the amount of re-contouring required during reclamation. Boundaries marking
the extent of the hills to be developed will be flagged prior to the commencement of operations. During borrow
source development, no excavation or terrain disturbance activities will be carried out within a 100m setback of
any water body.
4.1.3 Blasting
Blasting is not proposed for km 147 Quarry.
4.1.4

Progressive Reclamation

Surficial organics and overburden stockpiled at the beginning of the 2019 construction season will be used to
reclaim the development area of km 147 Quarry. Reclamation activities will be conducted prior to the end of the
construction season to the extent possible given the winter conditions. Refer to Section 5 for more details
regarding reclamation.
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4.2

Equipment

The following is a list of equipment that is typically used for quarrying activities. Equipment and attachments listed
may vary slightly as a result of make and model and numbers.
Type
Dozer
Backhoe
Loader
Tractor Trailers
Grader
Sandrick Cone Crusher

Number
2
2
2
15
2

Sandrick Jaw Crusher
Sandrick Screen Dock
Edge Stacker
Wheel Loader

4.3

Size
CAT D8, D6
CAT 300
CAT 966, VOLVO
Up to 18.5 m3
CAT 14
X44
QJ340
QA450
M 580
950 G

Proposed Use
Excavation, stockpiling
Excavations, loading
Loading
Hauling
Grading
Crush shale, rock, sand
and gravel

Grades of the Pit Floor

The pit floor will be graded to provide positive drainage. Excavation depth and management of ice at depth
will determine the final configuration of the pit floor. The final pit floor slope will not exceed 10%.

4.4

Erosion Prevention

Erosion will be prevented through the use of appropriate ditching and contouring within the quarry to reduce pit
slopes and to channel water away from direct entry to adjacent water bodies. The Project Superintendent will
monitor operations to control drainage. Additional measures, such as temporary installation of silt fencing and/or
settling ponds may be used where required. Measures that may be used to prevent erosion and sedimentation of
adjacent water bodies are included in the km 147 Quarry Sedimentation and Erosion Control Plan. Routine
monitoring of erosion prevention measures will occur and corrective or adaptive management of these measures
will be undertaken as required.

4.5

Local Water Management

Formation of an end-pit lake is undesirable. Positive drainage of overland flow and meltwater will be managed
through selective ditching, excavation, and planned re-contouring to prevent direct entry into adjacent water
bodies.

4.6

Grades of the Side Slopes/Benches

Excavated side slopes will have a minimum slope ratio of 2 to 1.
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4.7

Storage Area for Coarse or Fine Rejects

Material unsuitable for highway construction will either be left in place or used to provide cover for areas of
permafrost exposed during excavation. There will be no onsite processing of material.

4.8

Storage Area for Finished Products

Stockpiles for surficial organics and overburden will be located along the eastern edges of the pit development
area. Stockpiles for the development areas will also be located so as not to interfere with pit operations.
Temporary stockpiling of granular construction material will also occur at the development areas, near the pit face.
These stockpile locations will be selected so as not to affect natural surface runoff, even after site re-contouring.
For safety, both surficial organics and overburden stockpiles will be sloped to have a maximum slope of 2 to 1.
Temporary granular material stockpiles will adhere to the same ratio; however, a ratio of 2.5 to 1 will be
maintained if the stockpile contains significant amounts of rounded material. The Sedimentation and Erosion
Control Plan will be followed in order to mitigate potential impacts to fisheries and fish habitat.
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RECLAMATION

5.1

Desired Future Condition of the Site

The objective of reclamation is to rehabilitate the area to a condition where the ecosystem functions that
existed prior to the disturbance can be re-established, and to mitigate the effects of permafrost degradation and
potential effects to fisheries and fish habitat.

5.2

Environmental Protection

Activities undertaken during the development of km 147 Quarry will not occur within 100m of any water body
within the area. No cabins are located in the area. Wildlife protection will be in accordance with the Wildlife and
Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan.
Progressive reclamation will be undertaken following the completion of pit operations each year. Site recontouring will be completed to reduce erosion by meltwater. Re-contouring will be completed to not impede
natural drainage, and ensure that meltwater does not enter directly into adjacent water bodies, in accordance with
the Sedimentation and Erosion Control Plan. Overburden and organic material will be spread over all disturbed
areas prior to closure.
The site will be allowed to re-vegetate naturally. Organic and overburden material salvaged from depleted
development areas will be re-contoured over these areas to encourage regrowth from the native plants and seeds
in the organic material.
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5.3

Water Diversion or Protection

No specific measures for water diversion are proposed. Site re-contouring or ditching will be completed in a
manner to prevent meltwater runoff directly into adjacent waterbodies. In areas where erosion and
sedimentation is a concern, parallel rows of silt fencing, spaced several metres apart, may be installed. Natural
drainage will not be impeded. The pit will be developed in such a way that natural drainage properties will not be
altered, by establishing a floor and excavating in a fashion that maintains the natural contour as development
progresses.

5.4

Sloping/Benching

After reclamation is complete, the final slopes within the reclaimed quarry area will not exceed a slope ratio of 2
to 1.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
The Sediment and Erosion Control Plan (SECP) describes the objectives and mitigation measures related
to sedimentation and erosion control to be used during quarrying activities at km 147 Quarry.

1.2 Site Description
The Department of Infrastructure is proposing further quarrying be conducted at km 147 Quarry located
along the Dempster Highway in the Gwich’in Settlement Area (GSA). This quarry is located 4 km north of
Tsiigehtchic and is east of the Dempster Highway, NWT Highway #8. This quarry was first used in 1991.
Material at this quarry consists of clay, silt and a combination of hard and soft shale. This material will
be used for construction and maintenance activities for Dempster Highway #8. The amount of materials
to be extracted is 100,000 cubic meters over five years, and blasting is not proposed.

1.3 Contractor Education
The SECP will be reviewed with the Contractor that will be completing the work. The purpose of this
review is to ensure the Contractor understands the intent of the SECP, to obtain feedback on possible
improvements, and to ensure the Contractor understands how to implement the plan. The contractor
will be responsible for educating quarry construction crews on the content of the plan and its
importance to be implemented correctly.
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QUARRYING ACTIVITES AND MITIGATION

2.1 Description

This section of the SECP provides specific sediment and erosion control measures to mitigate for during
the quarry operation and reclamation phases:
•
•

melt water and run-off during spring and summer; and
site remediation and closure.

2.2 Vegetation

Vegetated areas are valuable in maintaining fish habitat and stabilize stream banks, thereby the
following will be conducted in order to prevent erosion and sedimentation into adjacent waterbodies.
• Removal of vegetation will be limited to the borrow source;
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•
•

Removal of vegetation, excavation, or terrain disturbance will not be within 100 m of water
bodies or watercourses; and
The site will be allowed to re-vegetate naturally. Assisted re-vegetation may be required in
erosion prone areas, such as steep slopes, where re-contouring and natural re-vegetation
cannot control erosion in the short term.

2.3 Stockpiling
•

•
•
•

Stockpiling of organic, overburden, and quarry materials will occur in a manner that minimizes
erosion.
Stockpiling of organic, overburden, and quarry materials will not affect natural surface runoff,
even after site re-contouring.
Stockpiling of organic, overburden, and quarry materials will allow for drainage of residual melt
water from any excess ice-rich material, which may remain on site.
Drainage from the quarry including residual water must be directed away from a watercourse or
waterbody.

2.4 Re-contouring
•

•
•
•

A minimum thickness of 2 m of quarry material will be re-contoured to cover any massive ice
encountered, prior to replacement of overburden and organic material.
Re-contouring will be conducted in a manner to not impede natural drainage.
Site re-contouring will be conducted in a manner to prevent melt water runoff from entering
adjacent waterbodies.
Slopes within the reclaimed areas will not exceed a slope ratio of 2 to1.

2.5 Reclamation:
•

•
•

During reclamation, any materials removed from the work site will be stabilized to prevent
them from entering a water body. This could include covering stockpiles with biodegradable
mats or tarps. If there is insufficient time remaining in the growing season for re-vegetation,
the site should be stabilized (e.g., cover exposed areas with erosion control blankets to keep the
soil in place and prevent erosion).
Once construction is finished for each year, the site will be stabilized using effective sediment
and erosion control measures such as silt fence and erosion control blankets.
Maintaining effective sediment and erosion control measures will occur until natural revegetation of disturbed areas is achieved or until such areas have been permanently stabilized
by other effective sediment and erosion control measures, in the event that re-vegetation is not
possible.
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3

MITIGATION MONITORING

All sediment and erosion control measures will be monitored daily during construction by the contractor
and INF personnel. This is to ensure the mitigation techniques employed are functioning and maintained
properly. Mitigation measures that may not be working will be repaired or revised immediately.
•
•

A visual inspection will be conducted of the quarry for potential sources of sedimentation or
erosion which may affect a nearby waterbody or watercourse.
If sedimentation or erosion is occurring and sediment is entering a watercourse or waterbody,
hourly turbidity by INF personnel will be conducted until the problem is rectified.
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Emergency Response Plan and
Spills Contingency Plan
Dempster Highway (No. 8) NWT

1.0

INTRODUCTION

The following is a plan of emergency response actions to be initiated when required by staff of
the Department of Infrastructure (DOI),Highway Operations GNWT, and their contractors, in
relation to the Dempster Highway (No. 8) construction and maintenance work. The Emergency
Response Plan (ERP) will be reviewed with all workers as part of their orientation before
commencing work. Revisions to the ERP will be made as the project develops and will require
that the plan be updated as the work progresses from one area to another. Worker’s training will
be updated as the changes are made to the plan.

Dates of Operation:

Project Description:

Site Location:

January 2019 to October 31, 2024

The Department of Infrastructure is proposing further quarrying be conducted
at km 147 Quarry located along the Dempster Highway in the Gwich’in
Settlement Area. Material at this quarry consists of shale. The amount of
materials to be extracted is 100,000 cubic meters over five years, and blasting
is not proposed. No buildings currently exist at km 147 Quarry and none are
proposed. Quarrying activities consists of quarrying the shale material,
stockpiling material, and crushing operations.
Quarry km 147, adjacent to Dempster Highway #8

Types of Contaminants: Diesel, gasoline, hydraulic oil, motor oil, lubricating oils and grease, antifreeze
and other coolants, contaminated soil, snow/ice and/or water
Storage of Contaminants:

Petroleum products, for equipment, will not be stored at site

Use of Fuel Truck/Route:

When necessary, fuel will be transported locally via the Dempster
Highway.
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2.0

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE TO EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
2.1

Fire

•

Secure the scene, PROTECT YOURSELF and OTHERS;

•

Have all non-essential personnel clear the area;

•

Notify other workers by voice or alarm;

•

Immediately shut off power, engines and fuel sources, if safe to do so;

•

If the fire is small, extinguish it with the available firefighting equipment;

•

If you cannot safely fight the fire, evacuate to a safe and secure area;

•

Do a head count to account for all workers; and

•

Notify Supervision and Management in accordance with the emergency contact
list in Appendix A.

2.2

Vehicle or Mobile Equipment Incident

•

Secure the scene, PROTECT YOURSELF and OTHERS;

•

Shut off equipment and fuel source, if safe to do so;

•

Provide assistance to injured persons;

•

Call for medical assistance, if needed; (Appendix A)

•

If injured persons are in imminent danger, then remove injured persons and secure
the incident scene;

•

Control any spill or environmental hazard;

•

Notify Supervision and Management in accordance with the emergency list in
Appendix A and;

•

Record third-party names, addresses, contact numbers, drivers’ license numbers,
vehicle and license information.
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3.0

2.3

Serious Medical Incident

•

Secure the scene, PROTECT YOURSELF and OTHERS;

•

Attend to the injured worker;

•

Call for medical assistance, if needed; (Appendix A)



Notify Supervision and Management in accordance with the emergency contact
list in Appendix A.

2.4

Wildlife Encounters

•

All workers will avoid situations that could create a wildlife encounter;

•

All food items and domestic garbage should be secured;

•

Garbage will be disposed of at approved sites only;

•

Arctic or red fox may approach personnel to scavenge food. Avoid all contact as
they may carry the rabies virus and exposure is through bites or saliva;

•

Your operation is in an area where bears may be encountered. Proper food
handling and garbage disposal procedures will lessen the likelihood of bears being
attracted to your operation. Information about the bear detection and deterrent
techniques can be obtained from the Department of Resources, Wildlife an
Economic Development at 867-777-7308 or 867-777-7230.

SPILL CONTINGENCY PLAN

The primary goal is to avoid spills or the unnecessary release of materials. All personnel shall
have an environmental orientation prior to starting work. This will include a review of this Spill
Contingency Plan (SCP).
In the unlikely event of a spill or release of materials, the objective will be a quick response. The
SCP defines the responsibilities of site personnel and the required procedures for a quick
response by emphasizing the need to reduce the safety hazards and minimize environmental
impacts.
3.1

Preliminary Requirements

•

A copy of this Emergency Response Plan will be available on site during all field
operations;
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•

Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for each hazardous chemical shall be
available on site during field operations;

•

Maps indicating major roads, access roads, nearby surface water bodies, any
Hazardous material stored on site, slope of the land, nearby communities and
other important features;

•

All vehicle/equipment shall be equipped with spill kits and shovels. Spill Kits, at
a minimum, shall include sorbent pads or equivalent, shovels, and a means for
containment of contaminated materials (e.g. impermeable tarps, barrels); and

•

Suitable communication equipment and all emergency numbers will be available
prior to commencement of all field activities.

3.2

Initial Response Procedures

Spills may result from any of the following occurrences:
• Valve or line failure in systems, vehicles or heavy equipment
• Spill of lubricants during routine maintenance of equipment
• Improper storage of contaminants
• Vehicular accidents
• Spill during transfer for contaminant(s)
• Vandalism
In the event of a spill or a release of materials, the first person on the scene will;
•

Before attempting to stop the flow, protect the safety of all personnel at site, and
ensure all safety precautions have been taken. If possible, without further
assistance, control danger to human life (remove ignition sources);

•

Immediately obtain the assistance of others by activating the Spill Response Team
and begin to assess and contain the spill;

•

Identify the material spilled, assess Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
information and implement appropriate safety procedures, based on the nature of
the hazard. If the identity is unknown and if identification means further risks,
then action must be based on the assumption that the product is extremely
dangerous. The crew is not to smell, taste, touch or attempt to reach ruptured
containers if they are surrounded by the contaminant;

•

Assess the dangers and hazards to personnel in the vicinity of the spill. Immediate
determinations must be made about the direction of the spill’s progress, whether
downhill, towards the water or already in the water;

•

Stop the flow of the spill at the source if possible, when safe to do so;
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•

Notify the NWT 24 Hour Spill Report Line (867)-920-8130, then the DOI
primary contact (Appendix A).

•

Gather information on the status and the nature of the situation.

When notified of a spill, the Field Supervisor, or person in charge of the emergency
response measures will immediately ensure that;
•

Action is taken to control danger to human life;

•

An on-site safety supervisor is designated, if not already present;

•

In the event that a spill exceeds any of the threshold quantities listed in
Appendix B, the person in charge of the emergency response measures will
complete the Northwest Territories (NT) Spill Report Form (see attached form in
Appendix C) and then immediately report the spill to;

NWT 24 Hour Spill Report Line (867)-920-8130
Note: For fuel or hydraulic spills this threshold limit is 100 litres.
•

The local R.C.M.P. shall be notified if a risk to the public exists.

•

The necessary equipment and personnel shall be mobilized and implemented to
stop the source of the spill and commence clean up.

3.3

General Spill Containment Procedures

•

Identify the contaminant, stop the source of the spill, and when safe, immediately
implement containment measures to limit the spread of the spill and to minimize
the impacts to the environment;

•

Prompt containment can reduce environmental exposure and risk. Containment
measures may be land or water based. Land based measures include application of
sorbents, construction of berms and diversion/collection trenches. Water based
measures could include dams, dykes and floating booms;

•

If spill source is a leaking fuel truck, pump tanker dry (into appropriate containers
or another tanker);

•

A shallow depression shall be excavated or a surface berm constructed in the path
of the following product to stop and contain the flow. If feasible, without unduly
delaying containment efforts, the surficial stripping shall be salvaged and stored
separately during excavations;
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•

Sorbent materials shall be utilized to contain and recover spilled material;

•

Heavily contaminated soil and vegetation, as well as used sorbent material, shall
be disposed of at an approved hazardous waste treatment facility;

•

Traffic will be minimized on and around contaminated areas;

•

Attempts will be made to restrict the movements of wildlife near the area affected
by the spill, and;

•

Remediation and final clean-up will be conducted until the spill and immediate
location has been reclaimed to an equivalent capability prior to the incident.

3.4

Spills Adjacent to a Water Body

•

Berms or trenches shall be constructed to restrain spilled products from entering
into a water body;

•

Spilled materials shall be recovered as quickly as possible;

•

If spilled material enters an open water body, floating booms, skimmers and
sorbent pads shall be deployed, if feasible, to contain and recover the spill
material;

•

If spilled material is released onto a frozen water body, snow and sorbent pads
shall be used to contain and clean up the spill. A backhoe, or similar equipment,
will remove all materials to prevent future release into the water body;

•

Contaminated areas, including downstream shorelines (non-frozen conditions),
shall be cleaned up in consultation with Spill Response Specialists and the
appropriate Governmental Agencies, and;

•

In the event that spilled materials enter a frozen water body through or under the
ice to flowing or standing water, augering will be conducted to determine the
extent of the spill plume. If feasible, a vacuum truck will be brought to the site to
skim off the contaminants. As well, the appropriate regulatory agencies will be
contacted and a post-break-up monitoring and reclamation plan will be
implemented to determine the extent of the impacts of the spill on the water body
and its banks.
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3.5

Spot Spills

•

NWT 24 Hour Spill Report Line (867)-920-8130, is to be contacted soon after a
spot spill to determine appropriate methods to remove or restore contaminated
soils. Since impacts from small spills can generally be minimized if immediate
action is taken, all small spot spills shall be cleaned up immediately;

•

Activities in the immediate vicinity will be suspended until the Department of
Infrastructure or an Inspector from ENR Environmental Protection Services
grants permission to resume;

•

Heavily contaminated soil and vegetation, and/or removed contaminated materials
will be incinerated, if safe to do so, or disposed of at an approved waste facility
(Km 90 Nuisance Grounds);

•

Locations where spot spills have occurred will be flagged and the GPS coordinate
location recorded by the Person-in-Charge of the spill. Flags shall be removed
once reporting is complete, and;

•

The Person-in-Charge of the spill will document and report all details pertaining
to the incident.

3.6

Spill Reporting
Whenever a spill is identified, the Contractor and the INF representative will be contacted as
soon as possible. The Contractor is responsible for initiating the SCP. The Contractor will be
identified through a public tender process to be initiated after permits are obtained.
To report a spill,
1. Immediately report each spill to the Government of the Northwest Territories 24-hour
Spill Report Line (867) 920-8130
2. The Northwest Territories Spill Report form (Appendix C), should be filled out as
completely as possible before calling in the spill report.
3. Report each spill to an Inspector within 24 hours
4. Submit, to the Board and an Inspector, a detailed report on each spill within 30 days

•

When calling the NWT Spills Hotline, the person reporting the spill shall provide
the following:
-

Date and time of spill
Direction spill is moving (or if it has stopped)
Name and phone number of persons close to the location of the spill
Type of containment spilled and quantity spilled
Cause of the spill
Whether the spill is continuing or has stopped
9

-

Description of the existing containment
Actions taken to recover, clean-up and dispose of spilled contaminant
Name, address and phone number of person reporting the spill
Name of person in charge of management or control at the time of the spill
5. Where fax is available, fax the completed Northwest Territories Spill Report Form to

867-873-6924. Alternatively, if email is available, email the completed Northwest
Territories Spill Report Form to spills@gov.nt.ca
Any person reporting a spill is required to give as much information as possible, however reporting
of a spill should not be delayed if all of the necessary information is not known. Additional
information can be provided later.
3.7

Reporting Procedure Chain of Events

•
•

Worker notices spill;
Is the source of the spill still flowing?
Can the source be safely shut off?
Worker notifies construction foreman and in sequence DOI supervisor is informed; then as a
consequence, since this depends upon size and severity of spill, the Foreman and/or DOI Project
Engineer:

-

Estimate Spill Reporting threshold quantities and proceed as previously detailed
Call the NWT Spills Hotline to file a report and request further information

-

The Foreman or Project Engineer notifies;
DOI Inuvik and DOI Yellowknife
Community of Fort McPherson

-

The NWT Spills Hotline notifies;
NWT Environment and Natural Resources
Gwich’in Land & Water Board
Department of Land
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

•

•

•

The appropriate personnel arrive on site to contain and clean up the spill.

3.8

Spill Kits

The following outlines the recommended minimum requirements for contents of spill kits to be used
during the Project; the Contractor is responsible for supplying the spill kits and is responsible for ensuring
that there are spill kits accessible and located within the worksite. Each spill kit will be regularly inspected
to ensure it always contains the following, at a minimum (in part from INAC 2007):
• 1 – 205 L open top steel drum with lid, bolting ring and gasket (spill kit container)
• 10 disposable large 5 mil polyethylene bags (dimensions 65 cm x 100 cm) with ties
•
4 – 12.5 cm x 3 m (5 in. X 10 ft.) sorbent booms
• 10 kg bag of sorbent particulate
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100 sheets (1 bail) of 50 cm x 50 cm sorbent sheets
2 large (5 m x 5 m) plastic tarps
1 roll duct tape
1 utility knife
1 field notebook and pencil
1 rake
1 pick-axe
3 spark-proof shovels
4 Tyvex® splash suits
4 pairs chemical resistant gloves
4 pairs of splash protective goggles
Instruction binder, including Spill Contingency Plan.

All fuel and services vehicles will carry a spill kit that includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
3.9

A minimum of 10 kg of sorbent materials (i.e. 200 pads, 12 socks, 10 pillows, or
equivalent);
Sorbent booms;
Disposal container (tarpaulin, pails, barrel);
Safety gloves and goggles; and
Shovel
Spill Prevention

The most likely spill possibilities during construction would be leakage or line failure from heavy
equipment or other vehicles, or vehicular accident. No contaminants including will be stored onsite.
Fuel transfer is not expected on site, but if required will be transferred via a fuel truck. Drip trays will
be used during fuel transfer. Drip trays will also be used when vehicles are stationed in an area for
extended periods of time such as overnight. Where drips or spills occur they will be cleaned up
immediately. Further, spill response kits will be kept in all vehicles.
The risk of spills will be further reduced through regular inspection and maintenance of all heavy
equipment and vehicles associated with the permitted activities. These activities may include, but not
be limited to:
•
Inspection of fuel and oil lines on all equipment;
•
Completing on-site fuel transfer over spill pads/trays and a minimum of 100 m from the high
water mark;
•
Monitoring of tank volume during fuel transfer;
•
Cleaning up drips and minor spills immediately; and,
•
Ensuring the quick repair of any identified deficiencies on heavy equipment or other vehicles.
3.10 Personnel
All personnel hired to work on the Project will be familiar with on-site in spill prevention,
response and clean-up measures
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3.11 Equipment
The following is a list of equipment that is typically used for quarrying activities. Equipment and
attachments listed may vary slightly as a result of make and model, and no specific numbers for

equipment are listed as numbers are depended on the level of service being provided. Equipment
from the following list will be available to respond to potential spills:
Equipment
Service Vehicles

Size
Various – pickup trucks, vans,
automobiles.

Dozer
Backhoe
Loader
Tractor Trailers
Grader
Sandrick Cone Crusher

CAT D8, D6
CAT 300
CAT 966, VOLVO
Up to 18.5 m3
CAT 14
X44

Sandrick Jaw Crusher
Sandrick Screen Dock
Edge Stacker
Wheel Loader

QJ340
QA450
M 580
950 G
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Purpose
Provide personnel transport, fuel
transport by
on board tidy tanks, mobile
heavy equipment
repair capacity.
Excavation, stockpiling
Excavations, loading
Loading
Hauling
Grading
Crush shale, rock, sand and
gravel

Appendix A – Emergency Contact Lists
Department of Infrastructure, GNWT

Name

Office

Residence

Primary

Merle Carpenter
Regional Superintendent
Inuvik Region

(867) 777-7348

-

Alternate

Jahangir Hossain
Manager Hwy Operations
Inuvik Region

(867) 777 - 7314

-

Department of
Infrastructure
Contacts

NT 24 Hour Spill Report Line (867)-920-8130

Inuvik Region
Emergency Services

Inuvik

Police

(867) 777-1111

Ambulance

(867) 777-4444

Hospital/Medical

(867) 777-8000

Search and Rescue
Fire

Fort McPherson
(867) 952-1111

Tsiigehtchic
(867) 952-1111
(Fort McPherson)

(867) 952-2586

(867) 953-3361

1-800-267-7270 (all locations)
(867) 777-2222

(867) 952-2222

Contractor – To be updated once Contractor is determined
Contractor

Contact Name

Office

TBD
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(867) 953-2222

Key contact information:
Community of Fort McPherson
Community of Tsiigehtchic
Fort McPherson RCMP
Tsiigehtchic Fire Response
Gwich’in Land and Water Board
Environmental Protection Division,
Department of Environment and Natural
Resources, GNWT
GNWT Lands (Inspector)
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (Yellowknife)
Medivac (Yellowknife)
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
Emergency Measures Organization (EMO)
GNWT Environmental Health Office
ECCC Environmental Enforcement
ECCC National Environmental Emergencies
Centre
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(867) 952-2428
(867) 953-3201
(867) 953-1111
(867) 952-2222
(867) 777-4954
(867) 678-6650
(867) 777-8906
(867) 669-4900
(867) 669-4115
(867) 873-7654
(867) 873-7554
(867) 669-8979
(867) 669-4730
1-866-283-2333

Appendix B – Spill Report Threshold Quantities
Item No.
1
2

TDGA Class
1
2.1

Description of Contaminant
Explosives
Compressed Gas (flammable)

3

2.2

Compressed Gas (non-corrosive,
non-flammable)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2.3
2.4
3.1,3.2,3.3
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2
7
8
9.1 (in part)

17
18
19

9.2
9.3
9.1 (in part)

20

None

Compressed Gas (toxic)
Compressed Gas (corrosive)
Flammable Liquid
Flammable Solid
Spontaneously Combustible
Water Reactant Solids
Oxidizing Substances
Organic Peroxides
Poisonous Substances
Infections Substances
Radioactive
Corrosive Substances
Misc. Products or Substances,
excluding PCB Mixtures
Environmentally Hazardous
Dangerous Wastes
PCB Mixtures of 5 or more parts
per million
Other Contaminants

Amount Spill
Any amount
Any amount of gas from
containers with a capacity
greater than 100 L
Any amount of gas from
containers with a capacity
greater than 100 L
Any amount
Any amount
100 L
25 kg
25 kg
25 kg
50 L or 50 kg
1 L or 1 kg
5 L or 5 kg
Any amount
Any amount
5 L or 5 kg
50 L or 50 kg
1 L or 1 kg
I L or 1 kg
0.51 or 0.5 kg
100 L or 100 kg

Environmental Protection Act, Consolidation of Spill contingency Planning and Reporting Regulations
R.R.N.W.T. 1990, c, Schedule B
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Dempster Highway (No. 8)
Emergency Response Plan &
Spill Contingency Plan
Inuvik Region

Appendix C: NWT Spill Report Form
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NT-NU SPILL REPORT
Inuvialuit Land Administration

OIL, GASOLINE, CHEMICALS AND
OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
NT-NU 24-HOUR SPILL REPORT LINE
Tel: (867) 920-8130 ● Fax: (867) 873-6924 ● Email: spills@gov.nt.ca
Report Date:
Report Time:

A

B
C
D
E
F
G
H

MM
Occurrence Date:

DD

MM

DD

YY

REPORT LINE USE ONLY

 Original Spill Report

Report Number:

OR
Occurrence Time:

 Update #

YY

Land Use Permit Number (if applicable):

to the Original Spill Report

Water Licence Number (if applicable):

Geographic Place Name or Distance and Direction from the Named Location:

Region:

 NT  Nunavut  Adjacent Jurisdiction or Ocean
Latitude:

Longitude:
Degrees

Minutes

Seconds

Degrees

Minutes

Responsible Party or Vessel Name:

Responsible Party Address or Office Location:

Any Contractor Involved:

Contractor Address or Office Location:

 Potential Spill

Seconds

Quantity in Litres, Kilograms or Cubic Metres:

U.N. Number:

Spill Source:

Spill Cause:

Area of Contamination in Square Metres:

Factors Affecting Spill or Recovery:

Describe Any Assistance Required:

Hazards to Persons, Property or Environment:

Product Spilled:

I

J
Additional Information, Comments, Actions Proposed or Taken to Contain, Recover or Dispose of Spilled Product and Contaminated Materials:

K

L
M

Reported to Spill Line by:

Position:

Employer:

Location Calling From:

Telephone:

Any Alternate Contact:

Position:

Employer:

Alternate Contact Location:

Alternate Telephone:

REPORT LINE USE ONLY
Received at Spill Line by:

Position:

Employer:

Location Called:

Report Line Number:

N
Lead Agency:

 EC  CCG/TCMSS  GNWT  GN  ILA
 AANDC  NEB  Other:

Agency:

Contact Name:

Contact Name:

Significance:

 Minor
 Major  Unknown
Remarks:

Lead Agency:
First Support Agency:
Second Support Agency:
Third Support Agency:

Appendix C: NWT Spill Report Form

File Status:

 Open
 Closed
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Plan (FFHPP) is intended to apply to further quarrying at km 147 pit
along the Dempster Highway. During the operation and maintenance of the quarry, INF will work with
the contractor as well as utilize the INF Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
The FFHPP is intended to provide mitigation measures against activities such as accidental fuel spills in
order to protect fish and fish habitat.

1.2 RELEVANT GUIDANCE
The FFHPP was prepared in accordance with guidance provided in the following best management
practices publications:
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 1993. Land Development Guidelines for the Protection of Aquatic
Habitat
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 1995. Freshwater Intake End-of-Pipe Fish Screen Guideline
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 1998. Guidelines for the Use of Explosives in or Near Canadian
Fisheries Waters. Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2007. Northwest Territories Operation
Statement: Fish Timing Windows
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2007. Operational Statement for Culvert Maintenance
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2007. Operational Statement for Clear-span Bridges
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2007. Operational Statement for Ice Bridges and Snow fills
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2007. Operational Statement for Bridge Maintenance
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2010. Protocol for Winter Water Withdrawal in the Northwest
Territories and Nunavut
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2011. Fish Screen Design Criteria for Flood and Water Truck
Pumps
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2014. Fisheries Protection Program web site
(www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/fpp-ppp/index-eng.html)
• Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. 2003a. Northern Land Use Guidelines Vol. 5: Access Roads
and Trails
• Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. 2003b. Northern Land Use Guidelines Vol. 6: Camps and
Support Facilities
• Indian and Northern Affairs Canada. 2003c. Northern Land Use Guidelines Vol. 7: Pits and
Quarries.

Km 147 Quarry, NWT Hwy #8
Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Plan
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2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Department of Infrastructure is proposing further quarrying be conducted at km 147 Quarry located
along the Dempster Highway in the Gwich’in Settlement Area (GSA). This quarry is located 4 km north of
Tsiigehtchic and is east of the Dempster Highway, NWT Highway #8. This quarry was first used in 1991
and proposed development is 100m from the current southeast boundary. Material at this quarry
consists of clay, silt and a combination of hard and soft shale. This material will be used for construction
and maintenance activities for Dempster Highway #8. The amount of materials to be extracted is
100,000 cubic meters over five years, and blasting is not proposed. No buildings currently exist at km
147 Quarry and none are proposed. Figure 1 depicts the 100m setback from adjacent water bodies near
the proposed new quarrying area as well as proposed crushing equipment and stockpile locations.
Km 147

North

Legend:

100 m setback
from waterbody
Proposed new
quarrying area, 100
m from current
southeast boundary
Crushing equipment
setup
Stockpiles located
here

Figure 1: Km 147 Quarry with proposed new quarrying area (in yellow) along with the 100m setback from any waterbody. A
stream is located along the northeast quarry boundary and a lake is located on the southwest quarry boundary.

2. 1 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
It is estimated that construction will occur year round for up to five years while following best practices
according to season and terrain location. In water work is not proposed.

Km 147 Quarry, NWT Hwy #8
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2.2 CONTRACTOR EDUCATION
The FFHPP will be reviewed with the Contractor that will be completing the work. The purpose of this
review is to ensure the Contractor understands the intent of the FFHPP, to gain buy-in for the plan, to
obtain feedback on possible improvements, and to ensure the Contractor understands how to
implement the plan. The contractor will be responsible for educating construction crews on the content
of the plan and its importance to be implemented correctly.
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EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE AND FUEL REFUELING

The construction and maintenance of the quarry requires the use of various forms of equipment such as
graders, bulldozers and backhoes. Fuel will not be stored on site, but the transferring of fuel may be
necessary. The following mitigation is designed to prevent these deleterious substances from entering
aquatic systems.
•

•

•
•
•

•

Fuels, lubricants and hydraulic fluids for equipment used will be carefully handled to avoid
spillage, properly secured against unauthorized access or vandalism, provided with spill
containment and disposed of in accordance with the Waste Management Plan.
Refueling and servicing of machinery and storage of fuel and other materials for the machinery
will occur, a minimum of 100 m away from any waterbody. Equipment used in or near water will
be clean and free of oil, grease or other deleterious substances.
All equipment will be inspected regularly to ensure it is free of leaks.
Drip pans and drip trays will be placed under all equipment while not in use.
The Spill Contingency Plan will be implemented if a spill occurs. Crews on site will be familiar
with the SCP; and any spillage of fuels, lubricants or hydraulic oils will be immediately contained
and the contaminated material removed from the site and properly disposed of in an approved
disposal facility.
Any spills will be reported immediately to the Northwest Territories Spill Line (867-920-8130).

3.1 WASTE STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
•
•
•

Waste will not be stored at site.
Waste oils and hydraulic fluids should be collected in leak-proof containers and removed from
the site for proper disposal or recycling.
Wastes will be back hauled by qualified personnel.

Km 147 Quarry, NWT Hwy #8
Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Plan
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MITIGATION

This section of the FFHPP provides mitigation for fish and fish habitat related to potential effects from
the:
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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Melt water and runoff during spring and summer
Site remediation and closure
a. GENERAL MITIGATION
All material brought onsite, including structures, and equipment will be removed during final
quarry reclamation.
At sites where the topography has been modified, the natural contours will be reconstructed to
restore natural drainage patterns and re-vegetated upon closure.
Disturbed areas will be reclaimed each year following quarrying activities. Removed vegetation
and organic matter will be used to cover areas developed that construction year.
b. PERMAFROST
At least 2 m of overburden or other suitable material will be placed on exposed ice surfaces to
provide insulation.
Positive drainage will be established and maintained to prevent the formation of an end-pit lake
at any permafrost prone areas.
c. EXPLOSIVES
Explosives will not be used at km 147 Quarry.

QUARRY AND ACCESS ROAD MAINTENANCE

Operating conditions for road use will be established to protect the integrity of the road and the safety
of the users. To that end, regular maintenance will be required to keep the road in good and safe
condition.
•
•

6

Snow from the access road will be placed or ploughed off the road in such a manner that during
spring melt it drains into vegetated areas.
Proper contouring and ditching will occur before freshet in order to divert melted snow located
at the quarry away from adjacent waterbodies.

REPORTING

If there are any deficiencies identified as it relates to fish and fish habitat, immediate corrective action
will be taken and noted. Any permits, licences, or other legal instruments that involve fish and fish
habitat reporting requirements will have reporting requirements embedded within them.

Km 147 Quarry, NWT Hwy #8
Fish and Fish Habitat Protection Plan
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The Wildlife Management Plan (WMP) is intended to apply to km 147 Quarry. The purpose of the WMP
is to minimize adverse effects to wildlife and wildlife habitat in the project area from activities
associated with construction. The WMP:
• Summarizes the regulations and guidelines that apply to species or habitat potentially to be
encountered during project construction
• Describes measures to be applied by project personnel to protect wildlife and wildlife habitat during
project construction activities
• Describes monitoring and reporting requirements
• Summarizes requirements for training of project personnel

1.2 Wildlife Species
The WMP is intended to describe wildlife and wildlife habitat mitigation measures, applicable legislation
and regulations, monitoring, and reporting requirements applicable to species at risk and species of
management concern, including caribou, grizzly bear, moose, furbearers (wolf, wolverine, etc.), and
birds. These species are protected by legislation, or are of importance to local Gwich’in harvesters.
The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (ENR), Government of the Northwest Territories
identifies a number of species that are either threatened or of special concern within the Gwich’in
Region. Table 1-1, below, lists these species and their classification as described in the 2016 edition of
Species at Risk in the Northwest Territories.
Table 1-1. Species at Risk in the Gwich’in Region
Status in NWT
Species
Assessment
Boreal Caribou Threatened
(Woodland
Caribou, Boreal
Population)
Collared Pika
Not Assessed

Legal List
Threatened

No Status

Grizzly Bear

Not Assessed

No Status

Northern
Mountain

Not Assessed

No Status

Dempster Highway km 147 Quarry
Wildlife Management Plan

Status in Canada
Assessment
Legal List
Threatened
Threatened

Special
Concerns
Special
Concern
Special
Concern

Under
Consideration
Under
Consideration
Special
Concern
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Caribou
Wolverine

Not at Risk

No Status

Bank Swallow

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Horned Grebe
(western
population)
Olive-sided
Flycatcher
Peregrine
Falcon
(anatumtundrius
sub-species
complex)
Red-necked
Phalarope
Rusty Blackbird

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Special
Concern

Under
Consideration
Under
Consideration
Under
Consideration

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Threatened

Threatened

Not Assessed

No Status

Special
Concern

Special
Concern

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Assessed

No Status

Short-eared
Owl
Dolly Varden

Not Assessed

No Status

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Gypsy Cuckoo
Bumble Bee
Transverse
Lady Beetle

Not Assessed

No Status

Special
Concern
Special
Concern
Special
Concern
Special
Concern
Endangered

No Status

Not Assessed

Under
Consideration
Special
Concern
Special
Concern
Under
Consideration
Under
Consideration
Under
Consideration

Dempster Highway km 147 Quarry
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1.3 Wildlife Protection Regulatory Requirements
Several federal and territorial acts and regulations include regulatory requirements or that apply to
wildlife and wildlife habitat in relation to the Project. These are summarized in Table 1-2, with additional
context for specific regulatory or procedural requirements provided in Appendix A.
Table 1-2. Wildlife Protection Regulatory Requirements.
Regulator

Regulatory Guidelines

EC/CWS

Migratory Birds
Convention Act
(MBCA) and
Migratory Birds
Regulations

EC/DFO3

Fisheries Act –
Pollution
Prevention
Provisions

EC/CWS

Canada Wildlife
Act

ENR4

NWT5 Wildlife
Act

EC1/CWS2

ENR

Species at Risk
Act (SARA)

Species at Risk
(NWT) Act

Dempster Highway km 147 Quarry
Wildlife Management Plan

Applicability to WPP

Under SARA, it is forbidden to kill, injure, harass, destroy the
residence of, destroy the critical habitat of, capture or take an
individual designated as extirpated, endangered, or threatened on
federally-regulated lands (Sections 32 and 33), or territorial lands
(Section 34 [1]). An order by the Governor in Council may, based on
the recommendation of the Minister of Environment, apply Sections
32 and/or 33 on territorial lands if the territorial laws do not
effectively protect the species or its residences in question (Section
34 [2] and [3]). (Government of Canada 2011a)
The MBCA protects migratory birds and their nests throughout
Canada. Migratory birds covered under the act include: waterfowl,
cranes, shorebirds, and songbirds. The MBCA is the enabling
statute for the Migratory Birds Regulations, 1994. These regulations
state that without authorization of a permit, the disturbance or
destruction of a nest of a migratory bird is prohibited (Government of
Canada 2011b).
The Fisheries Act states that unless authorized by federal
regulation, no person shall deposit or permit the deposit of
deleterious substances of any kind in water frequented by fish. This
protection of water can contribute to protection of wildlife
and wildlife habitat.
The Canada Wildlife Act outlines the controls of the Federal
Government, in collaboration with the territories, to protect wildlife.
The Act enables EC/CWS to take required measures to protect
endangered wildlife and to acquire lands for wildlife research,
conservation, and interpretation. This Act outlines the powers
that wildlife officers have to manage wildlife offences and associated
punishments.
The NWT Wildlife Act pertains to all wildlife harvesting and
management within the NWT.
The Act states that no person shall, without a permit, chase, disturb,
or harass wildlife. It prohibits the destruction, disturbance, or taking
of the eggs or nests of birds identified in the list of prescribed
wildlife. Permits to haze wildlife or engage in an activity that may
result in disturbance to an animal or destroy/damage a den, dam, or
lodge, or eggs or nests of birds not listed under the MBCA may be
issued by ENR under the Act. The Act also states that a person is
permitted to kill wildlife in defense of human life or property. (GNWT
2010) See Appendix A for relevant excerpts of the NWT Wildlife Act.
The Species at Risk (NWT) Act applies to both public and private
lands throughout the NWT and includes private lands owned under
land claims agreements. The Act applies to any wild animal, plant,
or other species managed by the Government of the Northwest
Territories (GNWT). The Species at Risk
(NWT) Act is intended to be complementary to the federal Species
at Risk Act and addresses concerns at the territorial level.

5

The Gwich’in
Land and
Water Board6

Gwich’in Comprehensive
Land Claim Agreement
(GCLCA) and the
Mackenzie Valley
Resource Management
Act (MVRMA)

The object of the Board is to provide for conservation, development
and utilization of the land and water resources in the Gwich’in
Settlement Area in a manner that will provide the optimum benefit
for present and future residents of the settlement area and the
Mackenzie Valley and for all Canadians. The MVRMA authorizes
the Board to regulate the use of land water by issuing, amending
renewing and suspending Land Use Permits and Water Licences
throughout the GSA, which includes all crown, Gwich’in and any
other private lands.
The MVRMA directs the Board to take into account environmental
and social impacts of proposed developments. In conducting
reviews for application the Board has the responsibility to involve
affected communities, the Gwich’in Tribal Council, co-management
boards and appropriate government agencies. The Board’s
permitting and licensing process directly involves communities and
all other appropriate groups, and uses both traditional and scientific
knowledge about the physical and social environment for decisionmaking.

Note:
1 Environment Canada
2 Canadian Wildlife Service
3 Department of Fisheries and Oceans
4 Department of Environment and Natural Resources
5 Northwest Territories
6 The Gwich’in Land and Water Board
7 Wildlife Management Advisory Council

1.4 Definitions of Terms
Adaptive management – Adaptive management is a process for applying remedial methods and
procedures when there is a failure in the predicted performance of designs and measures intended to
protect environmental values.
Deleterious – Any substance that, if added to any water would degrade or alter or form part of a process
of degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is rendered or is likely to be rendered
deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use by man of fish that frequent that water (Fisheries Act)
Habitat – Air, soil, water, food, cover and all the other components of the natural environment of
wildlife or of a species of wildlife (NWT Wildlife Act) Mitigation – Measures taken to eliminate or reduce
a potential project effect.
Monitoring – The process of observing and documenting project activities
Project – Construction activities related to km 147 Quarry.
Wildlife – Big game, birds of prey, fur-bearing animals, migratory game birds, non-game animals,
nonlicence animals and upland game birds, including any hybrid offspring resulting from the crossing of
2 wildlife animals (NWT Wildlife Act)
Wildlife Monitor – Individuals who work with field crews to mitigate disturbance to animals in the area,
following guidelines set out in the Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Protection Plan
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Worker – A person employed by the Developer or the Contractor to work on the project

2 Construction Mitigation Measures
2.1 Habitat Disturbance
To the degree possible, habitat disturbance will be limited to the area required for the quarry. When
habitat disturbance is required for construction activities, appropriate mitigation and monitoring actions
ensure that any potential long-term effects to soil and vegetation are prevented or reduced. Mitigation
measures designed to protect wildlife habitat during construction activities are outlined in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1. Habitat Disturbance Mitigation Measures
Issue
Habitat
Disturbance
(general)

Vegetation
Disturbance
Dust Deposition

Mitigations

• To protect wildlife and wildlife habitat from spills of deleterious substances, all contractors and
employees will follow the procedures detailed in the Spill Contingency Management Plan.
• Access to the quarry will be limited to authorized personnel.
Workers will not walk off-site onto land at any time of year, unless there is a specific
requirement (i.e., waste recovery), and these activities will be scheduled to avoid sensitive wildlife
periods.
• Refueling and servicing of machinery will occur a minimum of 100m away from any waterbody.
• Km 147 Quarry will be reclaimed through progressive reclamation
• Vehicle speeds will be kept to <50 km/h during summer construction to minimize the transfer of dust
from road construction areas to the surrounding vegetation.

2.2 Wildlife Disturbance
2.2.1 General Wildlife Disturbance Mitigation
The contractor will monitor quarrying activities during construction to observe whether work is
conducted in accordance with applicable regulations and mitigation measures. Mitigations outlined in
Table 2-2 are designed to reduce wildlife disturbances and prevent wildlife-human
interactions/conflicts. Wildlife sensitive periods and recommended minimum setback distances for
wildlife habitat and wildlife use areas are specified in Appendix B. When setbacks cannot be followed,
the contractor will contact the local GNWT ENR or EC-CWS office to determine adjustments for specific
situations. In the case of exceptions to setback distances applied to nests of breeding birds, nests will be
monitored to ensure breeding activity is not disrupted.
Additional wildlife mitigation measures specific to birds, caribou, and grizzly bears are outlined
separately in subsequent sections of this WMP.
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Table 2-2. General Wildlife Disturbance and Wildlife-Human Interaction Mitigations
Issue
Wildlife protection
(general)

Potential
wildlife
mortality due to
project
activities

Wildlife
attractants
increasing
potential for
human/wildlife
conflict

Mitigations

• No feeding, harassing, or approaching wildlife will be permitted.
• When possible, wildlife will be given the right-of-way, including but not limited to vehicle,
aircraft, and pedestrian travel. Wildlife showing normal feeding behaviour and no aggression
toward humans will be left alone, unless there is a human safety issue.
• No hunting or trapping will be permitted by project personnel.
• Project personnel are prohibited from keeping personal firearms in project contractor vehicles.
• Observations of poaching or evidence of illegal hunting/trapping must be reported to ENR.
• Vehicle movements will be planned to minimize trips and reduce the potential disturbance of
wildlife. These strategies will include the use of vans or extended cab pick-up trucks to
transport workers.
• The relevant sections of the Wildlife Act and Migratory Birds Regulations are outlined in
Appendix A. Directions on defensive actions, reporting and permit requirements will be
followed by project personnel.
• All project personnel will undergo a wildlife awareness program, which will include prevention
measures for wildlife mortality and reporting procedures for wildlife-related incidents
• All vehicles and equipment used by project personnel will follow any construction zone speed
limits to reduce the risk of hitting wildlife, as enforced by the site supervisor.
• Vehicle operators will yield the right-of-way to wildlife and take all reasonable measures to
avoid wildlife-vehicle collisions.
• The presence of wildlife such as caribou, grizzly bear, moose, furbearers, and birds, on or
near the quarry will be communicated by the initial observer to the other construction vehicle
drivers. Construction vehicles will either stop or proceed with caution when wildlife is on or near
the construction area.
• ENR Wildlife Officers will be notified of the species, sex/age/location of both road kill and naturally
occurring wildlife carcasses located within the construction area as soon as possible.
• ENR is responsible for designating personnel to remove road kill and naturally occurring
wildlife carcasses located near the highway and will provide the location of a disposal site
• Nest sweeps will be conducted prior to summer construction activities and carried out within four
days of construction, for activities to be conducted within the migratory bird nesting season (see
Appendix B)
• Work areas will be kept clean and free of potential hazards to wildlife such as wire, cable,
tubing, plastic, antifreeze or other materials that wildlife may eat or become entangled in.

2.2.2 Bird-Specific Disturbance Mitigation
The primary objective of bird-specific mitigation (see Table 2-3) is to prevent or minimize impacts to
birds, their nests and habitat.
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Table 2-3. Bird Mitigation Measures
Issue
Disturbance to
birds and bird
habitat

Mitigations

Project facilities
and bird protection

• For any construction activities, including vegetation clearing, planned during the breeding bird
season (generally May 1 – July 31, but with some exceptions; see Appendix B), predisturbance
surveys will be conducted no more than four days prior to the commencement of activity; these
will focus on the embankment and immediately adjacent habitat visible from the embankment.
• If an active nest is found, setback distances (as defined in Appendix B) will be applied and
maintained until the nest is no longer active, unless exceptions are approved in consultation with
ENR and/or CWS.
• Facility workers will not walk off-site onto tundra at any time of year, unless there is a specific
need (i.e., waste clean-up, emergency), and planned activities will be scheduled to occur outside
of peak breeding times. All facility workers will be instructed not to disturb any birds or nests
observed.
• When construction activities require lighting, directed lighting rather than broad lighting will be
used whenever possible during spring, summer, and fall months to avoid attracting birds.
• Birds will be deterred from nesting on infrastructure by placing covers/screens on vents, holes,
and crevices where birds could potentially nest, and if necessary through active (but nonlethal)
disturbance of birds to discourage them from establishing a nest on a construction site. If bird
nesting occurs, the nest will not be disturbed until after the birds have left the area, with clearance
to be discussed in consultation with ENR/CWS.

2.2.3 Caribou-Specific Disturbance Mitigation
Numerous activities associated with the quarry could potentially affect caribou such as excavation at the
quarry, material hauling and general construction activities. This may potentially affect caribou by way
of road mortalities and interruption of movement patterns due to sensory disturbance. Mitigation
measures to protect caribou from potential effects of construction activities are outlined in Table 2-4
along with general construction activity mitigations.
Table 2-4. Caribou Mitigation Measures
Issue
Ground vehicle
traffic near
caribou

Construction
activities near
caribou

Mitigations

• The presence of caribou in areas of construction and access roads will be communicated to
other drivers and all construction vehicles will stop or reduce speeds when caribou are within 500m of
the construction area.
• To facilitate normal herd movements, consideration of changes in construction activities will be
on an ongoing basis; this could include reduced speed limits during peak caribou migration periods (e.g.,
arrival during fall rut and departure to calving grounds in spring).
• Vehicle speeds during construction will be 50 km/h to reduce the potential of caribou mortality
due to collisions. Work stoppages may be required
during periods of high caribou presence should observations indicate a need (e.g. when large
numbers of caribou (>50) are in the vicinity of the road alignment or winter access routes).
Activities may resume after these groups of caribou have moved >500 m from the activity or are
no longer visible.
• All sightings and movements of caribou will be monitored and reported to Wildlife Monitors in real
time. Observations will include the behavioural response of animals to the development activities.
• Workers or construction equipment should maintain a minimum distance of 500 m from caribou.
Temporary construction suspensions may be recommended by Wildlife Monitors, in consultation with
ENR, if deemed necessary to protect caribou from potential disturbances.
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2.2.4 Grizzly Bear-Specific Disturbance Mitigation
During the winter, grizzly bears inhabit dens and go into a physiological fasting and energy-sparing state,
and pregnant females give birth and nurse their young. Grizzly bears may be particularly vulnerable to
disturbance while occupying winter dens. The energetic costs associated with relocating to another den
after a disturbance, especially when cubs are present, could have negative consequences on survival
and reproduction. Construction-related activities in the vicinity of active bear dens may potentially cause
bears to relocate, especially early in the denning season. To mitigate potential disturbances to denning
grizzly bears, setback distances for development activities (see Table 2-5) will apply to all known and
suspected active dens during construction.
Table 2-5. Grizzly Bear Mitigation Measures
Issue

Construction
activities near
grizzly bear den
Grizzly bears
observed near
construction area
Potential vehiclegrizzly bear collisions
Grizzly bear
safety issues

Mitigations

• If an active den or if a grizzly bear is observed during winter operations (October 1 – May 30)
within 800 m of activity (1500 m of blasting), activities will be immediately suspended within this
exclusion zone and ENR will be contacted to determine appropriate mitigation.
• The site supervisor will inform project personnel if grizzly bears are present near construction or
camp areas and review potential safety issues (see bear safety training in Section 5 – Education
and Training).
• Construction vehicles will always stop or reduce speeds when grizzly bears are on or near the road.
Construction vehicle speeds will be less than 50 km/h to reduce the potential of grizzly bear
mortality due to vehicle collisions
• Field supervisors will ensure proper storage, transportation and disposal of wastes to avoid
attracting bears and other carnivores to camps or other work sites.
• Designated/trained staff will have access to bear deterrent materials including bear spray, cracker
shells, and a 12 gauge shotgun with plastic slugs and slugs. All work crews will have at least one
can of bear spray while bears are active. The use of any deterrent method will be reported to ENR.
• All ENR bear response guidelines will be followed. These response guidelines and other
bear safety issues will be communicated to all employees and contractors as part of orientation
and training (See Section 5 - Education and Training).

2.2.5 Mitigation Measures for Species at Risk
Table 2-6 outlines mitigation measures for Species at Risk. Species that may occur in the quarry site are
that are protected by SARA includes the Peregrine Falcon, Woodland caribou (listed as threatened
species). The Grizzly Bear, Wolverine, Rusty Blackbird and Short Eared Owl have been assessed as
species of Special Concern under the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC),
The short-eared owl is listed on Schedule 3 of SARA as species of Special Concern and is thus not
afforded protection under SARA. Grizzly bear, wolverine, are not currently listed under any Schedule of
SARA. However, under the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC,
wolverine has been assessed as species of Special Concern and grizzly bear is listed as Sensitive. Project
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activities have the potential to adversely affect these species through direct habitat loss, sensory
disturbance and accidental mortality. Both species of peregrine falcon are unlikely to nest in the Project
area; however they have been considered in this EMP.
INF will employ an adaptive management approach to ensuring sensitive species/ species at risk are
adequately protected. The species registries of ENR, COSEWIC and SARA will be monitored continuously
throughout construction.
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Table 2-6. Species at Risk Mitigation Measures
Activity/Potential Effect

Mitigation Measure

Wolverine -SARA Schedule 3 - Special Concern; ENR - Special Concern
Wolverines and/or wolverine
• All staff will receive, at minimum, an orientation to this Wildlife Management Plan and the Bear Response Guidelines
denning sites may be disturbed by
• If, for any reason, spring disturbance is planned, pre-disturbance surveys will be conducted in cooperation with ENR, as
Project activities.
required. If a den is found, it will be reported immediately to ENR and a 500 m set-back will be in place around an active
den during activities. If a wolverine, not denning, is identified within 500 m, ENR will be contacted to determine an
appropriate course of action.
Grizzly Bear - COSEWIC - Special Concern; ENR – Sensitive; Not SARA-listed – currently pending public consultation for addition to SARA Schedule 1
Grizzly bear and/or grizzly bear
denning sites may be disturbed by
Project activities.

•
•
•
•

If possible, no activities will take place within 500 m of an active den during the denning period, between October and April.
If active dens or if a grizzly bear are observed within 500 m of the site during activities, territorial (ENR) and federal (CWS)
agencies will be contacted immediately and an appropriate course of action will be determined.
All staff will receive at minimum a wildlife orientation and basic wildlife training (Section 8).
The Gwich’in Renewable Resources Board has published The Grizzly Bear Management Plan (2000) and wasdeveloped due
to concerns raised in the communities. Gwich’in and non-Gwich’in have the right to harvest grizzly bears in the GSA.
Grizzlies are wide-ranging animals and are not confined by jurisdictional boundaries. The grizzly bear population is shared
with people from neighbouring land claims.

Woodland Caribou – SARA Schedule 1 – Boreal Population: Threatened, Northern Mountain Population: Special Concern
Woodland Caribou
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Table 2-6. Species at Risk Mitigation Measures (Continued)
Activity/Potential Effect

Mitigation Measure

Short-eared Owl - SARA Schedule 3 - Special Concern; ENR - Special Concern
Nest sites may be abandoned due
to disturbance from Project
activities.

•

Birds may be at risk of mortality
from leaks and spills.

•
•

The prevention and response measures to manage spills and leaks will be outlined in the Spill Contingency Plan.
In the event of a spill, all efforts will be made to properly contain and manage the spill as per the Spill Contingency Plan. The
spill area will be monitored closely and appropriate deterrents (e.g., warning noises, flagging) employed to discourage wildlife
from entering the affected area and ingesting toxic substances or being covered with spill material.

Individuals may become
entangled with waste materials
blown off facility sites onto the
tundra.

•

Waste removal crews will be sent out to areas surrounding each construction site before the arrival of breeding birds in the
spring to collect and properly dispose of any waste material that has been blown off construction sites and on to the
tundra.
All waste products will be properly secured, stored and transported so as to be inaccessible to wildlife.

•

•

Activities that cannot be conducted between October and April will be scheduled to occur outside the sensitive nesting
period in June. This precludes emergency activities.
Appropriate federal (CWS) and territorial (ENR) authorities will be contacted immediately before continuing work if a nest of a
key wildlife species is identified within predetermined set-back distances (as determined through consultation with
CWS/ENR).

Peregrine falcon (anatum sp./tundrias sp.) - COSEWIC - Special Concern; ENR - Sensitive
Birds can collide with
communication towers and other
facilities, especially during the
migration period.

•

The use of guy wires will not be used.

Lighting of communication
towers and other facilities can
attract birds at night, especially
during the migration period,
resulting in injury or mortality.

•

Lights will be positioned to shine down or fixed with shielding to direct light downward on buildings and other
infrastructure sites, wherever possible. Lighting will be switched off, whenever possible (i.e., when camps and facilities
are unmanned); this may include the use of remote control of lighting, motion detectors, etc.
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3 Monitoring
Site supervisors will be responsible for ensuring that commitments in the WMP are met and for monitoring
the implementation of wildlife and wildlife habitat mitigation measures. A Wildlife Sighting Form (Appendix
C) will be used during construction to report on wildlife observations. This form will be used to describe the
types of wildlife observed, the frequency and location of observations, and report on effectiveness of
mitigation. Wildlife Sighting Forms will be distributed to project personnel and carried in vehicles. Duties and
responsibilities of the Site Supervisor are outlined below:
•

•

•

•
•

Monitoring and ensuring that setback distances for construction activities (Appendix B) are being
followed. Particular attention will be paid to during periods when they may be particularly vulnerable
to disturbance from construction activities (i.e. migration, fall rut, or when cows with calves are
present) to ensure that natural caribou behaviours and movements are allowed to continue.
Taking appropriate steps to minimize project encounters with wildlife (see flow chart) including
recommending temporary work stoppages or avoidance practices to the appropriate Project
Construction Manager when necessary to prevent wildlife disturbance.
Acting as the lead responder to all wildlife incidents. This may, if necessary, include grizzly bear
denning deterrent methods or caribou deterrent methods follow the advice of ENR in regard to
wildlife deterrence.
Maintaining detection and deterrent equipment.
Notifying and communicating with ENR/CWS in accordance with legislation and the WPP, including
communication of any road kills or naturally occurring carcasses.

4 Environmental Contingency Planning
Table 4-1 provides contingency planning measures for wildlife to be applied during all phases of the
Project. Contingency planning is a tool to deal with unforeseen events that do not constitute
emergencies, but could have environmental impacts during construction. This section provides examples
of possible events that could occur and describes actions that should be taken to respond to,
minimize and/or correct any adverse consequences. Although the list is not exhaustive, the general
procedures outlined can be applied to various unforeseen events.
There are a number of unforeseen events that might affect wildlife, such as the presence of key habitat
features at construction sites (e.g., den, nest, trail), wildlife/human interactions, wildlife mortality
(e.g., road collisions), and spills of hydrocarbons or toxic substances. Contingency plans for these
incidents include notifying appropriate authorities about wildlife incidents and proper containment
and management of spills.
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Table 4-1. Environmental Contingency Planning
Potential
Issue
Presence of
key wildlife
feature (e.g.,
nest, den)

Contingency Strategy
•

•
•

Wildlife
encounter or
incident

ENR and CWS will be contacted immediately upon discovery of grizzly bear or wolverine den site
within 500 m of Project site to determine appropriate course of action. Construction activities may
be temporarily suspended pending consultation with ENR. Ongoing monitoring and inspection of
site will occur, as determined in consultation with ENR and using the wildlife monitor. Monitoring
may include assessment of disturbance to den by wildlife monitor, monitoring den during spring to
identify bear or wolverine emergence, etc.
If a den is identified the animal may be hazed away (permit required) to discourage it from
continuing to construct a den there. This action will be taken in consultation with ENR.
If a key wildlife feature of a bird species or Species at Risk is discovered, both CWS and ENR will be
contacted. Activities may be temporarily suspended pending consultation with these agencies.
Ongoing monitoring and inspection of key wildlife feature will be conducted, as determined in
consultation with CWS and ENR, e.g., nearby nest sites will be periodically monitored to assess
disturbance to nest site.

For key species (e.g., grizzly bear, polar bear, wolverine, or any Species at Risk), activities will be temporarily
suspended pending immediate consultation with territorial (ENR) and federal (CWS) wildlife authorities. All
wildlife incidents involving any means of deterrence must be reported to ENR.
Appropriate wildlife deterrent mechanism(s) will be employed for the situation (as per permit conditions),
monitor wildlife and site; consider increased wildlife deterrent mechanisms and security, including fencing, to
ensure wildlife and personnel safety.
In the event of a bear incident, the following guidelines apply:

•

•

•

•

Event Type 1: Bear observed > 500 m from Facility
• Alert all staff of bear presence including field crews in area.
• Monitor activity of bear while in area.
• Mobilize bear deterrent equipment (cracker shells, shotgun with rubber bullets and rifled slugs and
high powered rifle).
• Inspect facility to determine if waste management may be attracting bear and take remedial action to
reduce stimulus.
Event Type 2: Bear > 60 m and < 500 m
• Alert all staff of bear presence including field crews in area.
• Require all staff to return to secure shelter (buildings or vehicles).
• Monitor activity of bear while in area.
• Mobilize bear deterrent equipment (cracker shells, shotgun with rubber bullets and rifled slugs and
high powered rifle).
• Fire cracker shells.
Event Type 3: Bear >30 m and < 60 m
• Alert all staff of bear presence including field crews in area.
• Require all staff to return to secure shelter (buildings or vehicles).
• Monitor activity of bear while in area.
• Mobilize bear deterrent equipment (cracker shells, shotgun with rubber bullets and rifled slugs and
high powered rifle).
• Fire rubber bullets and be prepared to fire rifled slugs or high power rifle.
Event Type 4: Bear < 30 m
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Potential Issue

Contingency Strategy

•
•
•
•

•

Wildlife
mortality

•
•
•

Spills of
hydrocarbons
or
toxic
substances
resulting in
injury
to wildlife and
wildlife
habitat

•
•

Alert all staff of bear presence including field crews in area.
Require all staff to return to secure shelter (buildings or vehicles).
Monitor activity of bear while in area.
Mobilize bear deterrent equipment (cracker shells, shotgun with rubber bullets and rifled slugs, high
powered rifle, bear spray).
• Fire rubber bullets or lethal shot depending on conditions. If rubber bullets are fired, first be prepared
to immediately follow with lethal shot.
Event Type 5: Bear Attack on Personnel
• Alert all staff of bear presence including field crews in area.
• Require all staff to return to secure shelter (buildings or vehicles).
• Attempt to safely distract bear.
• Mobilize shotgun with rifled slugs, high powered rifle and bear spray).
• Destroy bear.
Immediate consultation with appropriate territorial (ENR) and federal (CWS) wildlife authorities will occur.
Any key species mortality will be reported to ENR and CWS.
Situation and site will be assessed, including potential for further mortalities; consider increased wildlife
deterrent mechanisms and security, including fencing and lights to ensure wildlife and personnel safety.
Ongoing or multiple mortalities of other species should be reported to CWS (i.e. birds regularly striking
infrastructure over course of time, or single incident of a large flock of migratory birds striking
infrastructure).
Promptly implement Spill Contingency Plan. Federal (CWS) and territorial (ENR) authorities will be contacted
immediately to determine appropriate course of action, which may include capturing and relocating or
appropriately treating contaminated wildlife.
The spill area will be monitored closely and appropriate deterrents (e.g., warning noises, flagging) employed
to discourage wildlife from entering the affected area and ingesting toxic substances or being covered in spill
material.

5 Reporting
The Wildlife Monitor Form includes location [UTM coordinates, latitude/longitude or highway kilometer],
date, species, number, sex/age if known, wildlife behaviour and, as required, and type of any wildlife-vehicle
and wildlife human interactions. Sign of certain species will also be recorded. All project personnel will be
asked to record incidental wildlife observations on a simplified Wildlife Sightings Form (Appendix C). Any
wildlife encounters involving injury, mortality, or threats to project personnel should be recorded on a
Wildlife Incident Form (Appendix C). All wildlife records will be acquired and maintained by the Site
Supervisor. The developer will provide these records to the HTCs and ENR in weekly updates, but is expected
to report as soon as possible on any human-wildlife interactions. Species to be recorded by project personnel
(whether inside or outside any applicable setbacks) include:
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• Species at Risk –caribou, rusty blackbird, short-eared owl, and peregrine falcon
• Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) assessed species – grizzly bear,
wolverine, and horned grebe
• Waterbirds – waterfowl (ducks, geese, swans), loons, cranes, terns
• Upland Birds – rock and willow ptarmigan
• Other Species of Management Concern - moose, foxes, wolves, beaver, and muskrat. In addition, any
wildlife mortalities or other human-wildlife interactions with any species should be reported using the form.
The project-specific Inuvik ENR Bear Encounter Response Guidelines (Appendix C) will be followed in the
event of a bear encounter. These guidelines outline roles and responsibilities and mitigations for bear
encounter scenarios. All bear encounters will be reported to the ENR office closest to the area of operation.
The Inuvik ENR Bear Report Checklist (Appendix C) will be completed by the Site Supervisor. The use of any
deterrent method on wildlife will be reported to ENR. ENR will maintain all wildlife observations in the GNWT
departmental Wildlife Management Information System. CWS will enter migratory bird observations into
eBird.

6 Education and Training
INF’s contractor(s) will be responsible for educating and training staff on applicable practices contained
within the WMP. To ensure the safety of Project employees and wildlife, the field supervisor and safety
advisor will educate all field workers on the applicable practices.
Information provided to contract employees during training will include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review of the WMP
An understanding of wildlife response protocols including reporting requirements and procedures
related to wildlife observations, wildlife incidents, and wildlife-related accidents.
Understanding of confidentiality of observations made during work.
Instructions not to disturb any birds or nests of observed birds.
Reporting procedures for all wildlife observation
Instructions regarding Project restrictions and operating protocols (e.g. wildlife right-of-way and
speed limits).
An understanding of Species at Risk, including identification and reporting procedures.
Wildlife policies (i.e., no feeding, no harassment, no hunting, and no trapping).
Instructions on waste and wildlife attractant management including the implications of wildlife
human habituation, food conditioning, and unsecured wildlife attractants.
An understanding of working safely in wildlife areas and avoiding wildlife encounters through
familiarization with the ecology of potentially dangerous predators, including grizzly bears, wolves,
and wolverines. This will include education on the identification, behaviour, seasonal movements,
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•

•

and habitat preferences of these species, as well as specific bear awareness and safety training,
referencing regulations, permit conditions, industry standards, and Project commitments/policies,
and information on managing non-natural attractants. Appropriate videos/DVD’s such as “Staying
Safe in Bear Country” and “Working in Bear Country”, as well as the GNWT Bear Safety Brochure (see
Appendix D) will be provided as part of the bear awareness and safety training. Workers will be
educated on proper procedures for exiting vehicles or buildings in bear areas, where high risk bear
human interaction areas are likely to occur (i.e., areas where vegetation or terrain limit visibility and
might hide a bear, and locations where sounds may mask the sound of an approaching bear), and to
watch for bear sign and avoid potential denning and feeding areas if possible.
Instructions regarding worker safety precaution protocols for working in remote areas. These
include, working in pairs or larger groups, packing out waste for proper disposal, having adequate
communication with supervisors and project personnel (radios, cell phones, and satellite phones),
and regular check-in times.
Instructions for designated/trained staff on how to use non-lethal deterrent materials (e.g., bear
spray). These individuals will be given access to non-lethal deterrent materials while working and
living on constructions sites.
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Relevant Regulatory Requirements of the NWT Wildlife Act and Canada Migratory Bird
Regulations
NWT Wildlife Act (GNWT 2010)
38. (1) Subject to subsection (3), no person shall without a permit entitling him or her to do so
(a) persistently or repeatedly chase, weary, harass or molest wildlife without intending to capture or kill it;
(b) engage in any activity that is likely to result in a significant disturbance to a substantial number of
wildlife animals;
(c) break into, destroy or damage any den, beaver dam or lodge or muskrat push-up outside any
municipality or prescribed area, unless authorized to do so by the regulations or any other law; or
(d) destroy, disturb or take the eggs or nests of any birds mentioned in the prescribed schedule.
...
(3) A person may chase a bear away from a municipality, camp or settlement or its immediate vicinity
where that action is necessary to defend life or property and makes it unnecessary to kill the bear, and a
vehicle may be used in that chase.
39. (1) Notwithstanding anything in this Act, a person may wound or kill wildlife if it is necessary
(a) to preserve his or her or another person’s life; or
(b) to protect his or her property.
(2) Every person who wounds or kills wildlife under subsection (1) shall without delay report the wounding or
killing to an officer and
(a) give the wildlife to the officer, or
(b) advise the officer of where the wildlife is located, and the officer shall dispose of the wildlife in the
prescribed manner.
89. No person shall in any place outside a municipality or settlement store, dispose of or allow to
accumulate any refuse in a manner that
(a) substantially alters the habitat in that place or its immediate vicinity, or
(b) attracts or is likely to attract wildlife to that place or its vicinity,
but this section does not apply to a refuse dump situated in the vicinity of a municipality or settlement
that serves the whole or a substantial part of that municipality or settlement.

Canada Migratory Birds Regulations (Government of Canada 2011b)
6. Subject to subsection 5(9), no person shall

(a) disturb, destroy or take a nest, egg, nest shelter, eider duck shelter or duck box of a migratory bird, or
(b) have in his possession a live migratory bird, or a carcass, skin, nest or egg of a migratory bird except
under authority of a permit therefore.
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Timing Restrictions and Setback Distance Guidelines for Wildlife and Wildlife Areas
(adapted from AANDC et al. 2012 and Environment Canada 2012)

WILDLIFE SPECIES

FEATURE OR
HABITAT

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

PERIOD1

SETBACK
DISTANCE

Caribou (barren- ground, N/A
woodland)

General development activities
when caribou are in the area

Year round

500 m

Caribou (barren- ground, N/A
woodland)

Snowmobile distance when
caribou are in the area

Snow period

250 m

Ungulates (general)

Mineral/salt lick

General development activities

Year round

1 km

Grizzly bear, black
bear

Den

If activity is blasting

Oct 1 – May 30

1.5 km

Grizzly bear, black
bear

Den

General development activities

Oct 1 – May 30

800 m

Grizzly bear, black
bear

Berry habitat

General development activities when
bears are observed foraging

Jul 15 – Sep 15

300 m

Wolverine

Den

General development activities

Oct 15 – Jul 15

800 m

Lynx

Den

General development activities

Apr 1 – Jul 15

250 m

Fox

Den

General development activities

May 1 – Jul 15

150 m

Wolf

Den

General development activities

May 1 – Sep 15

800 m

Wolf

Den

Entering area by foot

May 1 – Sep 15

500 m

Waterfowl (general)

Staging area

General development activities when
large concentrations of birds are
present

Spring/Fall

Horned grebe

Edge of water body
with a nest

General development activities

May 15 – Aug 31

100 m

Swans/Loons/ Cranes

Nest

General development activities

May 15 – Aug 31

750 m

Swans/Loons/ Cranes

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 15 – Aug 31

500 m

Ducks

Nest

General development activities

May 15 – Aug 31

150 m

Ducks

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 15 – Aug 31

100 m

Geese

Nest

General development activities

May 15 – Aug 31

500 m

Geese

1.5 km

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 15 – Aug 31

300 m

2

Shorebirds

Nest

General development activities

May 15 – Jul 31

100 m

Shorebirds2

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 15 – Jul 31

50 m

Terns/Gulls

Nest

General development activities

May 15 – Jul 31

300 m

Terns/Gulls

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 15 – Jul 31

200 m

Bald eagle

Nest

General development activities

Apr 15 – Aug 31

500 m
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Golden eagle
WILDLIFE SPECIES

Nest
FEATURE OR
HABITAT

General development activities
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

Apr 15 – Aug 31
PERIOD1

800 m
SETBACK
DISTANCE

Osprey

Nest

General development activities

May 1 – Aug 31

1 km

Peregrine falcon

Nest

General development activities

May 1 – Aug 31

1.5 km

Short-eared owl

Nest

General development activities

May 1 – Jul 31

1.5 km

Raptors (general)

Nest

General development activities

Year round

500 m

Rusty blackbird

Nest

General development activities

May 1 – Jul 31

300 m

Songbirds (general)

Nest

General development activities

May 1 – Jul 31

100 m

Songbirds (general)

Nest

Pedestrians/ATVs

May 1 – Jul 31

30 m

All other wildlife

Nest/den

Varies with region and species;
contact GNWT - ENR or EC office

Breeding, nesting,
birthing seasons

100 m

1

The wildlife sensitive periods presented are a general guide as the specific timing of wildlife and bird activities may vary from
year to year. Year-round avoidance may not be possible in all cases; exceptions will be discussed with ENR to develop
appropriate mitigation

2

For Whimbrel, the setback should be 500 m for general development activities and 300 m for pedestrians and ATVs
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This section comprises three distinct forms and associated guidelines:
1. Bear Encounter Response Guidelines and Bear Report Checklist form
2. Wildlife Sightings Form – for reporting incidental observations of wildlife by anyone in the Project area
3. Wildlife Incident Form – for reporting wildlife encounters involving injury or death to wildlife, or potential
risk to people
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Department of Environment and Natural Resources

PO Box 2749, Inuvik, NT X0E 0T0

Bear Encounter Response Guidelines
I. PRINCIPLES:
1. Protection of Life and Property
2. Conservation
II. OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES:
A. Deterrence
B. Re-locate, if feasible
C. Destroy
III. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES:

Contacts:

Initial contact during regular hours:
Environment and Natural Resources Inuvik office at (867) 678-6650 FAX (867) 678-6659

Initial contact after regular hours and weekends:
Renewable Resource Officer on call 1 May to 31 October
Norman Snowshoe, Regional Superintendent

Cell (867) 678-0289
Cell (867) 678-6690

Response Personnel:

The following personnel can be available for responding to problem bear situations:
Marsha Branigan

Inuvik

(867) 678-6670

Cell 678-0477

The reporter should complete the attached checklist prior to calling Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (ENR). It is critical that as much information as
possible be provided at this point in order to determine the appropriate response.
IV. RESPONSE

Wildlife Monitors (WMs) will be the initial responders to problem bears. It is
imperative that they have a sufficient supply of approved deterrents at their disposal.
All bear sightings and encounters shall be reported to the ENR office closest to the
area of operation.
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The potential responses will be considered in the following order:
a) Denning bears

If a bear is located in, at or near a den site, work in the area must halt. All employees
should safely retreat from the area and report the occurrence to the Site Supervisor, as
soon as possible. The establishment of an 800m exclusion zone would happen
immediately. The Site Supervisor will assess the situation and call ENR to report and
discuss the situation.
Each situation will be assessed individually but mitigations include:
If the den is in an area that still allows the program to continue then the exclusion zone
will be maintained until the bear emerges in the spring.
If the den would result in the halt of part or the entire program, the appropriate HTC(s)
would be contacted to discuss options. Confidentiality of active bear den locations is an
important consideration until after emergence in the spring. Based on consultation with
ENR and GLWB, someone might need to assess the site to determine the measures
the Developer will be required to implement to ensure bears are not unduly disturbed.
Options include (in order of application/severity):
•
•

•
•
•

Adjust the access road or camp location to avoid the bear den by 800 m;
Do not use all or a portion of a granular source for that year of construction in order to avoid the den by
800m;
Reduce the size of the exclusion zone and proceed with increased vigilance on behalf of the WM;
Contact ENR to preselect potential hunter(s) in case a bear needs to be harvested;
If a den is located directly on the ROW for the road, and no other mitigations can be applied, the
appropriate HTC will select a hunter to harvest the bear(s) in a den. The Developer will compensate the
HTC accordingly.

b) Free ranging bears

Prior to active deterrence of free ranging bears, and where public safety or property is
not in immediate danger, the situation will be assessed. The Site Supervisor should
determine if the bear has been disturbed from a den or if it is denning in close proximity.
Bears in the vicinity of a den should not be deterred and work should cease the Site
Supervisor has discussed the situation with ENR. If the Site Supervisor has determined
that the bear is in fact free ranging, and not lingering around a den site, then active
deterrence may commence if necessary. This would most likely apply to grizzly bears in
the summer or spring.
c) Destruction of the bear

Instructions to destroy the bear will be given when deterrent actions have failed, when
additional deterrent actions are not possible, and when it is determined that capture and
relocation cannot be conducted or is unlikely to be successful.
The bear can be destroyed if human life or property is in
imminent danger. If a bear is killed, you will be required to:

1) Report the kill to Department of Environment and Natural Resources, as soon as possible.
2) Skin the bear, leaving the claws and penis (if applicable) attached, and preserve the hide by freezing or salting it
and storing it in a cool place. Be generous with the salt.
3) Turn in the hide, the skull, and any other biological samples requested to a Department of Environment and
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Natural Resources Renewable Resource Officer.

As per the NWT Wildlife Act, no person may retain any part of a bear killed in defence of life or
property.
V. FOLLOW-UP

After response measures are completed, the situation will be reviewed with the camp
operator and corrective actions identified. These may include a wide array of actions
aimed at avoiding future bear problems and ensuring that the operator is made aware
of legal obligations. The need for conservation and the vulnerability of bear
populations to over harvest is to be stressed.
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Department of Environment and Natural Resources
Bag Service #1 Inuvik, NT X0E 0T0

FAX (867) 678-6659

Bear Report Checklist
1. Report Details:
Date/Time of Report:
Reporter’s Name:
Affiliation/Location of Reporter:
Contact Number for Reporter:
Other on Site Contacts:
Wildlife Monitor’s Name:
2. Camp Details:
Location of Incident:
Latitude/Longitude:
Type of Camp- Permanent/ Mobile:
Number of People in Camp:
How Long has Camp Been Here (if Mobile):
Are there any Aircraft on site? If yes, Type:
3. History of the Problem:
Date/Time Bear First Sighted:
Type of Bear: Grizzly
Polar
Sex of Bear:
Male
Female
Age of Bear:
Cub
Juvenile
Has Bear Been Observed Before:
Den site found (YES NO)? If Yes description/LAT LONG
What was the Bear Attracted To:
Did the Bear Obtain Food:
Behaviour of Bear: Fearful

Not Fearful

Black
Unknown
Adult

Aggressive

Damage By Bear:
1. Deterrent Action:
Was the Bear Deterred? Yes
If Yes, Type of Deterrent Used:

No

2. Other Information:
Weather on Site at Time of Report:
Checklist Forwarded
to:
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Wildlife Sightings Form

DATE
Example:
12/04/2013

TIME SPECIES

NUMBER

1612

1 cow,
2 calves

Moose
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Km 147

NOTES
Crossing the road
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NAME

COMPANY

Marcel Gahbauer

KAVIK-STANTEC

Wildlife Incident Form
Date:

Time:
Location (Coordinates/ Kilometre Post/ Local Name):

Wildlife Species:

Person(s) Involved:

Description of Incident:
(Example: bear was chased away twice from camp at borrow source X and had to be shot; or found a dead
wolverine near the constructed embankment at KP 13)

Description of the deterrent used:

Reporting (please use a check mark to identify what was completed):
Called in the incident to the crew lead or supervisor
Incident was reported to ENR
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